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Renew adopts an independent critical approach. It should not be 
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Renew was for many years produced by Prof. Dave Elliott and Tam Dougan, then based at 
the Open University, as a NATTA membership subscription journal, with, from issue 100 
onwards, a free shorter web version, Renew on Line, also being produced. Now run by 
NATTA independently of the OU, the latter still continues, delivered as a free bimonthly 
Blog. It includes a Forum section for discussion - worth looking at. In parallel, the full PDF 
bimonthly version of Renew is now offered as a password protected on-line version, available 
on a contract basis to students and staff on relevant University courses. That full version of 
Renew draws on the News sections of this Renew On Line, so there’s 
some duplication, but it also has additional Features, Reviews & commentary  
sections. For a full guide to NATTA’s various offerings, and access to our  
free annual end of year review, see: http://renewnatta.wordpress.com 
Don’t forget our short Renew  
Extra blog, now posted monthly  
focusing on general energy issues,  
not related to renewables. It’s at: 
 http://newrenewextra.blogspot.co.uk/  
Contact: d.a.elliott@open.ac.uk 
*Dave Elliott’s weekly post for the IoP is now at:  https://physicsworld.com/author/david-elliott/ 
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Recent Energy Books by Dave Elliott:  
Green Energy Futures www.palgrave.com/gb/book/9781137584427  

Balancing Green Power http://iopscience.iop.org/book/978-0-7503-1230-1    
Nuclear power http://iopscience.iop.org/book/978-1-6817-4505-3  
Renewable Energy: from Europe to Africa (with Terry Cook) 
www.palgrave.com/gb/book/9783319747866  (NEW- 2018) 
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1. UK Renewables Overview 

 
National Grid’s Future Energy Scenarios latest update includes these dramatic scenarios 
Most consumers avoid peak time energy use, incentivised by time of use tariffs and there’s high/rapid 
take-up of smart charging tech. for EVs. Government policy drives improvements in energy efficiency 
and over 70% of homes reach class C efficiency or greater. Renewables accelerate rapidly - to supply 
75% of power by 2030: http://fes.nationalgrid.com/media/1363/fes-interactive-version-final.pdf 
 

 
At present emission reduction is underway in the power supply sector, thanks mainly to 
renewable electricity, but the other sectors haven’t been doing so well, transport especially. 
FES, sorts some of that! With P2G hydrogen for some heat & transport, and hybrid electric-
gas heat pumps/boilers, using gas at peak power demand times, for heat. Biomass use is 
limited (mostly for power) with few local heat networks and there is under 6 GW of nuclear. 

The future situation  

< We are  
still flying! 

FES 

Heat pump 
installation is an 
issue in FES- with 
grid supply & 
space limits. 
   

Electricity output and carbon 
intensity in the Community 
Renewables scenario wind leads  
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Tidal lagoon fallout          Technology progress 
The government’s decision not to support the 320 
MW Swansea tidal lagoon didn’t go down  
well, especially, as you would expect, in Wales. 
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-south-west-wales-44589083 
Energy Minister Greg Clark said it was just too 
expensive compared to alternative options - see 
Box: www.gov.uk/government/speeches/proposed-swansea-
bay-tidal-lagoon One problem though is that Wales is 
being asked to accept a nuclear plant at Wylfa, to 
be built by Hitachi, possibly with some direct UK 
government funding, and though the economic 
comparisons for that may not be similar, nuclear is 
not that popular in Wales. All in all, it was maybe 
not a good time for the government to announce 
details of the new £200m nuclear sector deal: 
www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-UK-presents-Sector-Deal-
for-nuclear-28061801.aspx 
But then Wales is to get a £40m nuclear sweetener: 
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-politics-44634580 
Pity that tidal lagoons didn’t get some cash too… 
other variants might do better, as Ecotricity claims.   
A earlier account: www.newcivilengineer.com/latest/rival-buoyed-by-swansea-bay-tidal-lagoon-woes/10031708.article 
Another big one: www.walesonline.co.uk/business/business-news/massive-7-billion-tidal-lagoon-14836557  
Wales ever hopeful - will water companies help?: www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-politics-44657084 
* Tidal Lagoon Power accused Clark of cherry-picking cost projections. See later. He said that there 
would only be ‘28 jobs directly associated with operating & maintaining the lagoon in the long term’.  
Wave sub has been under test off Falmouth.  5 MW next? 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3035447/wavesub-clean-energy-prototype-
completes-installation-off-cornish-coast 
Smart link UK Power Networks, the largest UK power 
distributor, is testing a ‘virtual’ solar power station, using PV 
panels on the roofs of 40 homes in the north London borough of Barnet, along with domestic 
storage batteries, linked up via a smart energy management system. That can ensure that peak 
demand is met in a co-ordinated way, with the selected homes receiving a payment when their 
batteries are used. In an earlier trial, demand dropped by an average of 60% each evening. 
www.edie.net/news/10/UK-Power-Networks-to-host-UK-s-first--virtual--solar-power-station/  
Green ammonia Siemens, the Science & Technology Facilities Council 
 (STFC), Oxford University & Cardiff University are working on an advanced  
demonstration storage project at the test site run by STFC’s Energy Research  
Unit (ERU) at RAL in Oxfordshire. Power from ERUs 12 kW wind turbine is   
used to make hydrogen from water via electrolysis, nitrogen via air separation,  
and to run the Haber-Bosch process to make ammonia (NH3). That zero-carbon ammonia can 
be used as a fuel or to make fertilizers: https://phys.org/news/2018-06-world-green-energy-storage.html 
Green Heat Imperial College London has produced a report for the CCC looking at 
hydrogen gas grids and also domestic electric heat pumps - which surprisingly fare quite well. 
But it says a hybrid mix maybe the least cost option, with the ‘hydrogen alone’ route being 
the most costly. Oddly not much on heat grids or CHP. And the H2 route relies a lot on CCS. 
www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Imperial-College-2018-Analysis-of-Alternative-UK-Heat-
Decarbonisation-Pathways-Executive-Summary.pdf  A study done for the NIC however seems to 
come to different conclusions - the hydrogen route is the cheapest, the hybrid route the worst!  
www.nic.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Element-Energy-and-E4techCost-analysis-of-future-heat-infrastructure-Final.pdf 

The opportunity costs   
 

‘The proposal for the Swansea tidal lagoon 
would cost £1.3 bn to build. If successful to 
its maximum ambition, it would provide 
around 0.15% of the electricity we use each 
year. The same power generated by the 
lagoon, over 60 years, for £1.3 bn, would 
cost around £400m for offshore wind even at 
today’s prices, which have fallen rapidly, and 
we expect to be cheaper still in future. At 
£1.3 bn, the capital cost per unit of electricity 
generated each year would be 3 times that of 
the Hinkley Point C nuclear power station. 
If a full programme of 6 lagoons were 
constructed, the Hendry Review found that 
the cost would be more than £50 bn, and be 2 
and a half times the cost of Hinkley to 
generate a similar output of electricity. 
Enough offshore wind to provide the same 
generation as a programme of lagoons is 
estimated to cost at least £31.5 bn less to 
build.’ Greg Clark. See below for reactions. 
Energy Matters was certainly disdainful:  
http://euanmearns.com/rip-the-swansea-bay-tidal-lagoon/ 

System 
upgrade  
 

www.newpower.info/
2018/07/system-
stability-fears-will-
require-changes-at-
50000-distributed-
generation-plants/ 
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What a scorcher The long heat wave left the UK maybe a little  Policy news 
more open to climate change concerns, and to take heed of the CCCs latest output on that (see 
below). It’s also been scorching time for energy policy development: see the NICs new blast. 
But with the government locked into Brexit, the media looked for silly season stories. Vegan 
power fitted the bill - see below. 
NIC talks sense  
There was a blast of sense from 
the National Infrastructure 
Commission, the governments 
advisory body. The government 
‘should not agree support for 
more than one nuclear power 
station beyond Hinkley Point C 
before 2025,’ since renewables 
were getting cheaper and could 
prove a safer investment. A 
decade ago few thought that 
they could be affordable and play a major role in electricity generation, but they’ve undergone 
a ‘quiet revolution’ as costs had fallen. NIC said that by 2030 a minimum of 50% of power 
should come from renewables, 
up from~ 30% now. See Boxes. 
And Aurora below.  
*A government spokesperson said 
it was ‘committed to providing a 
secure energy system with a diverse 
energy mix in which new nuclear 
has an important role to play’.  
*The ECIU feared an energy gap 
without more new nuclear. See later  

  Climate update  
from the Government’s advisory 
Committee on Climate Change. 
An overall emission cut of 43% has 
been made so far, but problems 
remain with heat & transport. Their 
emissions have not fallen as much as for power - indeed 
they are growing for transport. Nevertheless, CCC says 
progress on de-carbonising power has been good, 
thanks mainly to offshore wind. But much more is 
needed, including from on-shore wind. It says the UK 
should take advantage of ‘simple, low cost options’, 
like on shore wind, while noting that at present ‘there is 
no route to market for cheap onshore wind’. Though 
it’s still pro-nuclear and pro-CCS, CCC does say ‘if new 
nuclear projects were not to come forward, it is likely 
that renewables would be able to be deployed on 
shorter timescales & at lower cost’. A big policy shift... 
In response, RenewableUK said: ‘Any politician who 
blocks onshore wind has to explain to voters why 
they’re being denied the lowest-cost power source’. 
www.theccc.org.uk/publication/reducing-uk-emissions-2018-progress-report-to-parliament/ 
Vegan power Ecotricity offer animal product-free energy. Some bio-wastes are an issue: 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3035291/ecotricity-launches-worlds-first-vegan-electricity-offer  and 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3035444/biogas-industry-defends-sectors-use-of-animal-waste 
And this: www.theguardian.com/politics/2018/jul/11/whitehalls-potty-plan-to-keep-ni-lights-on-if-no-brexit-deal 

 

NIC says cool it on nuclear, go for renewables  
Sir John Armitt, NIC chair, said: ‘We’re suggesting it’s not necessary 
to rush ahead with nuclear. Because during the next 10 years we 
should get a lot more certainty about just how far we can rely on 
renewables. One thing we’ve all learnt is these big nuclear 
programmes can be pretty challenging, quite risky- they will be to 
some degree on the government’s balance sheet. I don’t think 
anybody’s pretending you can take forward a new nuclear power 
station without some form of government underwriting or support. 
Whereas the amount required to subsidise renewables is continually 
coming down. We’ve seen how long it took to negotiate Hinkley- does 
the government really want to have to keep going through those sorts 
of negotiations?’ By contrast, renewables offered us a ‘golden 
opportunity’ to make the UK greener and make energy affordable. 
www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/jul/10/nuclear-renewables-are-better-bet-ministers-told 

NIC’s National Infrastructure Assessment recommends that  
‘established technologies like wind and solar power be allowed to 
compete to deliver the overwhelming majority of the extra renewable 
electricity needed as overall demand increases, with measures to 
move them to the front of the queue for Government support; 
Government sets out a clear pipeline, with dates and budgets, for 
future auctions to support renewables; the feasibility of hydrogen and 
heat pumps as a low-carbon alternatives to oil and gas for heating be 
established, with community-level trials for hydrogen in place by 
2021, and a trial to supply at least 10,000 homes by 2023.’                    
It also wants more effort to improve energy efficiency in buildings. 
www.nic.org.uk/assessment/national-infrastructure-assessment/           
It suggests that tidal lagoons are unlikely to be cost effective or a 
significant option: ‘an entire fleet of tidal lagoons would only meet up 
to 10% of current electricity demand in the UK’. See its tidal annex: 
www.nic.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Tidal-power.pdf And TLP below 

…but 
heat 
wave 
cuts 
wind 
40%  
 

PV fine  
finebo

DRAX gas 
www.biofuelwat
ch.org.uk/2018/d
rax-gas-alert/ 
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Tidal Lagoon  
Power hit back  
Tidal Lagoon Power (TLP), 
the developer behind plans 
to build a 320 MW tidal 
lagoon project in Swansea 
Bay, has hit back at the 
government’s decision not to 
offer the project financial 
support (see above) claiming 
cost estimates used by the 
Dept. for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy were a ‘manifest distortion of the truth’: 
www.tidallagoonpower.com/news/2018/07/10/beis-statement-tidal-lagoons-designed-mislead/ 
TLP claims that a number of figures cited by the government were inaccurate and 
overestimated the cost of the project to taxpayers and bill payers. For example, the BEIS 
suggested the capital cost for the Swansea Bay project would be three times higher than for 
new nuclear projects on a per unit of power generated basis. But TLP claims its project would 
have a capital cost per unit of power generated that was 1.5 times higher than Hinkley and 
would lead to larger lagoons where the costs would be the same as for new nuclear projects. 
And whereas BEIS said the programme of six lagoons across the UK that could be kick-
started by Swansea Bay would cost 2.5 times more than the Hinkley Point nuclear project to 
secure the same amount of power, TLP claims the cost is actually closer to 1.2 times higher, 
even before considering additional costs associated with nuclear waste and decommissioning. 
The BEIS decision statement also said it would cost £400m to secure the same power output 
from offshore wind as sourced from the £1.3bn Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon, but TLP claims 
the cost of comparable offshore wind capacity would actually be far higher, at around £1.5bn. 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3035624/a-manifest-distortion-of-the-truth-developer-slams-beis-swansea-bay-tidal-lagoon-assessment 
and  https://cleantechnica.com/2018/07/11/tidal-lagoon-power-describes-uk-beis-ruling-as-manifest-distortion-of-the-truth/ 
The differences in the projections may be partly explained by failure to take full  
account of the longer lifespan of a tidal lagoon project, which is why, at one stage,  
TLP proposed a CfD over 90 years. But, even so, Aurora’s review for the National 
Infrastructure Commission (see above) concluded that ‘tidal lagoon projects are 
unlikely to ever be economic without government support, unlike other renewables’.  
It’s hard to disentangle all the claims, assertions & assumptions, but the NIC chart 
above seems to show that the lagoons strike price-based costs could fall below that  
fixed for Hinkley by 2045 or so (not hard!), but will never catch up with offshore wind.  
Though Welsh hopes rise eternal: www.walesonline.co.uk/news/wales-news/plans-swansea-bay-tidal-lagoon-14952875   
Capacity Market  For the 
next capacity market auction, to run 
next year, BEIS is seeking 46.3 GW of 
reserve electricity capacity through the 
forthcoming 2022/23 T-4 (4 year ahead) 
auction and a further 4.6 GW in the 
2019 /20 T-1 (1-year ahead) auction. 
There will be a price cap of £75/kW p.a. 
and a price-take threshold of £25/kW 
p.a. set for both. The previous capacity 
market auction earlier this year cleared at a record low price of £8.4/kW, far below previous 
auctions, but the market is struggling to drive investment in new capacity - it’s mainly just 
providing a subsidy for old plants, with demand management & energy storage left marginal. 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3035533/government-confirms-463gw-for-2022-23-capacity-market-auction   
Also see BEIS Capacity Market review discussion later. 

 

www.nic.org.
uk/wp-
content/upload
s/Tidal-
power.pdf 
 

NIC  review 

FiT to Go The Feed In Tariff ends next year   PV hit 
- but Labour might rescue it, and BEIS asks for new ideas:  
www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/jul/19/subsidies-for-new-
household-solar-panels-to-end-next-year  See  Goodbye Fits below 
The BEIS consultation on what to do, post-FiT, about small 
renewables is pretty thin. No more money will be available 
so it’s mostly about moving decks chairs round as it sinks:   
 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploa
ds/attachment_data/file/727138/Call_for_evidence-Future_SSLCG.pdf 
But the subsidy-free 350 MW solar farm plan moves on: 
https://theconversation.com/how-a-solar-farm-in-southeast-england-
could-bring-a-new-dawn-for-renewable-energy-99530  

Scot 
Power 
www.nucle
arpolicy.in
fo/wp/wp-
content/upl
oads/2018/
07/A290_
NB177_Th
e_potential
_of_a_SEC
.pdf  
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A bit of a squeeze?  
On green heat and power  
Responding to NIC’s National Infrastructure 
Assessment, Richard Black from the Energy and 
Climate Intelligence Unit claims that, if the nuclear 
programme is slowed as NIC suggests (see above), 
even with the 50% renewable contribution by 2030 
that the NIC calls for (i.e. 20% more than now) the 
UK will miss its non-fossil energy target. So it 
would need more than 50% renewables. See box. 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3035610/forget-your-plans-for-a-
fleet-of-new-nuclear-stations-nic-tells-government 
That depends on what happens to power demand. If 
the ‘decabonisation by electrification’ programme is slowed (not so many heat pumps), then 
power demand would no doubt continue to fall, as it has been over recent years. So there 
would be less need for new nuclear or extra renewables. But there would be a need for green 
gas or heat networks, or both. Biogas from farm & home waste AD is an option for either, but 
may be limited, so solar heat & geothermal heat fed into heat networks would be useful.   
There’s also another carbon-free route - power to gas conversion to hydrogen via electrolysis, 
using surplus renewable electricity. With 50% of renewables on the grid there would certainly 
often be plenty of surplus output- enough for heating and for (later) uses for power generation 
to balance lulls in variable renewables. Lots of possible paths ahead. Maybe a bit tight, but 
that could be avoided if the blocks on PV solar & onshore wind were gone! And see this:  
http://realfeed-intariffs.blogspot.com/2018/07/renewables-generated-close-to-30-per-of.html  50%by 2025! 

What about EV power demand?  
The other bit of the ‘decarbonisation by electrification’ 
strategy (in addition to heat - see above) is the uptake of 
electric vehicles. That’s progressing. The latest from 
National Grid (NG), in its Future Energy Scenarios 
series, says that the UK can avoid a sharp rise in peak 
electricity demand (to a total of 85 GW) by mid-century 
by ensuring the rollout of millions of 
electric vehicles is combined with smart 
charging & V2G tech. That may limit 
the extra to 8 GW by 2024.  Hope so!   
..and green heat?  
3 of NG’s 4 scenarios show gas heating 
staying dominant into the 2030s, but in 
the greenest of the 3, gas starts to be superseded by greener techs during the 2030s. In the 
fourth scenario, the switch to greener heating techs starts to accelerate during the 2020s, so 
the UK may yet meet its carbon targets. National Grid says ‘Decarbonising heat is crucial but 
needs to address significant technical and commercial challenges. A balance of technologies 
is needed to meet the heat challenge’. Although hydrogen is talked up strongly, for transport 
and heating, we are offered a choice, e.g. heat pumps (including hybrid ones with gas boilers 
for power peak-time use) dominating in one scenario, green hydrogen (from fossil gas, with 
CCSU, or from renewables via electrolysis/P2G) in another, along with district heating.  
* The NG scenarios are quite amazing: 75% of green power in one of them, led by wind: 
http://fes.nationalgrid.com/media/1363/fes-interactive-version-final.pdf  See first page above 
Green building A welcome £184m package, with £90m for low carbon heating/energy 
efficiency for UK homes and businesses: www.gov.uk/guidance/innovations-in-the-built-environment 
And www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3036376/innovate-uk-launches-gbp125m-energy-efficient-building-competition 
  

Under NICs proposals by 2032 Sizewell B, 
Hinkley and maybe Wylfa might be 
providing ~ 16% of UK power. If 50% is 
provided by renewables by then, Black 
says that still only gets zero emission 
generation to a 65% share - a 20% shortfall 
on the government’s targets. ‘Although the 
renewables figure for 2030 looks ambitious, 
it’s not enough, combined with the 
Commission’s nuclear recommendations, 
to get us to the government’s 2032 target 
for clean power,’ Black told Business 
Green. ‘This indicates that the Commission 
either hasn’t appreciated the government 
clean power target, or has got its sums in 
this area somewhat awry.’ 

NG on heat  ‘Up to 60% of homes could be using heat 
pumps by 2050. Green gas and smart technology for 
heating could help to suppress future electricity peak 
demand. Hydrogen could heat one third of homes by 2050. 
This would require coordinated action to develop city and 
regional hydrogen networks. Both options will also need 
other forms of heating such as low carbon district heating, 
hybrid heat pumps and micro combined heat and power’ 

The Road to Zero The new £1.5 
bn government road transport strategy:   

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government
/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/7243
91/road-to-zero.pdf  Also see:  
www.ukerc.ac.uk/news/road-to-zero-strategy.html 
and this plan for a 2GW battery network:  
www.energystoragejournal.com/2018/07/26/plans-for-2gw-ess-
network-to-meet-grid-and-electric-vehicle-demands/ 
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Goodbye to FiTs - a retrospective    
BEIS says that ‘consumers should not be expected 
to support sectors indefinitely and that as costs fall, 
so too should support’. So from April the Feed In 
Tariff system will be closed to new applicants. It 
will hit PV solar hard. A total cut seems drastic. 
The initial ‘production’ tariffs offered to self-
generating ‘prosumers’ for the power they 
generated and used were quite lucrative, and they 
were also able to sell any excess power they 
generated back to the grid via an export tariff, 
initially set at 3p/kWh, later raised to 4.5p/kWh. 
You can see why the ‘production’ tariff (initially 
up to 43.2p/kWh) was provocative and had to be 
cut, but the export tariff was less so, and surely 
provided a useful system function - topping up the 
grid. However, BEIS says that ‘we do not believe 
that the current FIT flat rate export tariff aligns 
with government’s vision for the future, given our 
desire to move towards fairer, cost reflective 
pricing and the continued drive to minimise support costs 
on consumers’. So that goes too. 
Were FiTs a good idea? There were issues of social equity. 
The prosummers were subsidised by all the other 
consumers and getting a quite good return. Indeed, given 
the low rates on investment savings offered by banks, this 
was one of the few investment options that still offered 
reasonable earnings. Some said that it was inequitable for a 
rich minority to in effect be subsidised by the poorer 
majority, but it did lead to a rapid expansion of domestic 
scale PV, with the prosumers providing the capital. 
However, the other consumers had involuntary been 
tapped to help them, and they got no benefits.   
Nevertheless, FiTs did work to deliver capacity - 4.8 GW 
of PV and cost less that the preferred market competition 
based system. That was since FiTs provided guaranteed 
payments fixed at defined although reducing levels year 
ahead, making it easy for investors to borrow money for new projects at low interest rates. By 
contrast, the Renewables Obligation system was based on a ‘certificate trading’, and the 
market value of the Renewable Obligation Certificates was unpredictable, so that project 
developers had to pay higher interest rates to fund new projects. So they built fewer of them 
and had to charge consumers more for the power. e.g., in 2005/6 the UK’s RO system cost 
consumers 3.2 p/kWh, whereas, in 2006 the German FiT only cost consumers 2.6 p/kWh.  
That was mainly for wind projects, whereas later on, PV started out being much more costly. 
The result was that, as PV boomed across the EU, the FiT led to escalating pass-through cost 
to consumers and they had to be cut back, as in the UK, and are now being abandoned in 
favour of competitive auction approaches. However, not everyone thinks that is a good idea. 
Now that PV is cheap, FiTs could be a way to help it to finally reach market competiveness, 
via low interim tariffs and low consumer pass-through costs. But few expect BEIS to agree!  
 

Smart meters The £11bn programme may only save £11 per unit p.a. by sometime after 2020. 11 million 
consumers/businesses have been fitted, but there are cost over-runs & delays on the way to the 53 million target: 
www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/smart-meters-energy-bills-saving-uk-customers-mps-project-delays-a8457681.html  

Bring back onshore wind 
A YouGov opinion poll has found that 
‘66% of voters would support a change in 
policy that allowed onshore wind farms to 
be built in places where they have local 
backing’. The Independent noted that 
current policies were initially introduced 
following a Conservative promise to ‘halt 
the spread of onshore wind farms’ which 
‘often fail to gain public support’. Making 
good on this pledge, the government 
banned onshore wind from competing for 
subsidies and imposed new planning 
restrictions that added further hurdles.  
The YouGov poll found 61% of Tory 
supporters agreed the government should 
stop excluding onshore wind from the mix. 
www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/onshore-
wind-ban-lift-voters-renewable-energy-renewableuk-
yougov-a8449381.html Also see this MP poll: 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3036455/mps-
unaware-of-popularity-and-cost-competitiveness-of-
onshore-wind-farms 
 

While FiTs are ended.. 
Fracking gets backing 
Changes to planning rules would 
give Business Secretary final 
decision on major fracking 
projects in England, in a move 
campaigners argue would bypass 
local concerns. But an energy 
price cap system has been agreed. 
to lower energy bills this winter.  
 On big PV like the 350MW Kent 

project, BEIS says ‘There may not 
be many more UK sites with such 
characteristics; and it is therefore 
unclear whether government 
intervention is still needed to enable 
these technologies to realise their 
potential contribution to our energy 
goals, especially at the smaller end 
of the generation scale.’ Hope yet! 
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NIC study: Aurora back renewables, mostly                                       
The energy parts of the National Infrastructure Commission’s new National Infrastructure 
Assessment (see above) are backed up by a study by the Aurora consultancy. It looks at the 
options ahead and says that a ‘mostly renewable or mostly nuclear system both offer among 
the most promising pathways to decarbonisation, but the level of ambition required in each 
case is significant. A high nuclear world would mean building up to 29 GW of nuclear 
capacity by 2050 - equivalent to 9 new Hinkley Point Cs. A high renewable world could 
require up to 26 GW of onshore wind, 68 GW of offshore wind, and 99 GW of solar by 2050.’ 
In terms of cost-effectiveness, it says ‘there is little to choose between a high renewable and 
high nuclear world, provided there is sufficient flexibility on the system to deal with 
renewable integration costs. However, we would note that this is highly sensitive to cost 
assumptions, with renewable costs more likely than nuclear to fall faster than expected.’            
It admits that hybrid renewable and nuclear solutions (a bit of both) can also be cost-effective, 
but says ‘they are less appropriate for systems characterized by high peak demand and low 
flexibility from thermal generation, since this increases renewable integration costs’. But 
‘pursuing an aggressive renewables policy without adequate support for flexible technologies 
could increase total system costs by up to £7 bn per year on average, 2030-50. In a flexible 
system, reaching 70-80% renewable production by 2050 is the cost-optimizing option, with no 
new nuclear beyond Hinkley Point C needed to meet carbon targets. In a less flexible system, 
more than 40% renewable production by 2050 increases the cost to consumers. In a high 
renewable world, system flexibility is therefore critical to cost effective decarbonization.’                       
By contrast ‘cost-effectiveness in a high nuclear world is less reliant on flexibility. In a high 
nuclear world, the importance of interconnectors, batteries, and DSR declines.’ However, the 
long lifetime of nuclear plants ‘increases the chance that nuclear investments could prove 
sub-optimal over the long term, particularly given the potential for rapid renewable and 
battery cost declines’, whereas ‘policies to support system flexibility are always a low regrets 
option and are key to enabling a high renewable world’.                                                        
It concludes, even-handedly, ‘it is difficult to reach carbon targets 
cost-effectively without new nuclear except at very high levels of 
renewable penetration’, but seems to think that is possible, though 
it may require, amongst other things, more interconnectors. Its 
scenario has 17.9 GW of interconnectors which ‘play a big role not 
just in the provision of flexibility, but also in meeting carbon 
targets, accounting for up to 15% of generation by 2050’. 
However, it notes there are issues: ‘If future policy accounts for the 
emissions associated with imports rather than assuming them to be 
carbon-free, GB would have to build a significant amount of 
additional low carbon generation to meet 2050 carbon targets’. It 
also warns that ‘network costs are a critical component of whole 
system costs and could undermine the cost-effectiveness of 
renewables’. More work was needed. Finally, breakthrough new 
technologies are possible, and though ‘inherently difficult to 
predict.. have the potential to fundamentally disrupt power system 
economics. A significant change in the relative costs of nuclear & 
CCS could lead to different outcomes, though any role for gas CCS 
is severely limited in a zero-carbon power sector,’ and at present 
‘CCS rarely appears to be a cost-effective option for reducing 
power sector emissions’ - it costs 25% more than nuclear. But if 
nuclear is avoided entirely, then CCS will be needed.  
www.nic.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Power-sector-modelling-final-report-1-Aurora-Energy-Research.pdf 
 

Next CfD A new auction confirmed next year, and then every 2 years, caped at £557m, may support 1-2 
GW p.a. of offshore wind, bringing it to ~30 GW by 2030, up from the 7 GW now running, and 7 GW in the 
pipeline: www.gov.uk/government/news/energy-minister-claire-perry-hails-success-story-of-offshore-wind-in-newcastle-today 
 

Green Heat 
Aurora looks at the 
implications for power 
sector decarbonization of 
two different approaches 
to reducing emissions in 
the heat sector- 
electrification and 
hydrogen/greener gas. 
Road transport is assumed 
to follow an ambitious 
pathway to electrification, 
with time of use tariffs that 
avoid peak EV charging 
demands overlapping with 
heat demand peaks. It 
concludes that a green 
gas/hydrogen heating route 
would need a 30% increase 
in 2050 power generation, 
or 67% for an 
electrification approach, 
and that ‘Hydrogen based 
heating puts less strain on 
the electricity system’. But 
green heat plus EVs will 
need a 65% more power. 
Tidal? Its cost ruled it out… 
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BEIS on the Capacity Market 

 
www.gov.uk/government/consultations/capacity-market-and-emissions-performance-standard-review-call-for-evidence 
 

But the proposed inclusion of renewables in the capacity market is an interesting idea: 
www.edie.net/news/10/Government-to-consider-opening-UK-capacity-market-to-renewables/  
Hydro is already in there, but the REA thinks solar PV could and should also be included: 
www.pv-magazine.com/2018/08/14/renewables-body-hails-introduction-of-solar-to-uk-capacity-market/ 
Another way in is via aggregating with others for a joint/combined balancing contract: 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3061080/limejump-virtual-power-plant-enters-uk-grid-balancing-market 
Limejump’s contact in the Grid Balancing Market is for a 178 MW ‘virtual power plant’ with 
batteries, small generators & demand response: www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/latest-
news/electric-power/081318-first-aggregator-enters-uk-electricity-balancing-market 

Energy saving is booming  Average energy bills fell by £6 last year, according 
to an ECIU survey. That is maybe not surprising since overall electricity consumption fell by 
over 15% between 2005 and 2015 and it went down a further 1% between 2016 and 2017. 
Homes are responsible for almost 28% of total energy consumption according to the latest 
DUKES. Final energy consumption in the residential sector fell by 3.7% last year. Average 
gas consumption went down by 5.5% and average electricity consumption fell by 2.4%.  
…but Bitcoin Blockchain systems could kill it ‘The processes involved in a single 
Bitcoin transaction could provide electricity to a British home for a month’. So says a new 
study reported in Energy Research & Social Science:   www.elsevier.com/about/press-
releases/research-and-journals/energy-intensive-bitcoin-transactions-pose-a-growing-environmental-threat  
..and some business still wary of green energy 27% thought it was passing fad: 
www.edie.net/news/10/Is-renewable-energy-a-passing-trend-for-businesses-/  
Heat storage needed www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-08-16/u-k-needs-more-energy-storage-
to-cope-without-gas-fired-heating and www.ukerc.ac.uk/news/gas-consumption-during-beast-from-the-east.html 
But Drax’s biomass conversion gets attached again: https://theecologist.org/2018/aug/15/burned-
wood-fueled-electricity-could-be-more-damaging-coal-stasha-stashwick-reports  
Labour says the number of people employed in the low-carbon and renewable energy 
economy fell by 30,000 between 2014 and 2016, a 12.5% drop: ‘at every turn, the government 
has undermined the energy industry and our green economy, scrapping big renewable 
projects, and the innovative expertise and jobs that come with them’. It promises to do better! 
https://labour.org.uk/press/bring-energy-jobs-contracts-back-britain/ But it’s still pro nuclear - see below 
 

EPSRC has announced £16m of funding for three Supergen Energy 
Hubs and a Solar Network. The three hubs will be focused on Offshore 
Renewable Energy, Bioenergy, and Energy Networks. The SuperSolar 
Network will act as a knowledge exchange mechanism for PV projects: 
https://epsrc.ukri.org/newsevents/news/supergenhubssolarinvestment/ 

Decentral Power 
All off grid? Or via local 
grids: www.power-
technology.com/features/can-
the-uk-ever-achieve-a-fully-
decentralised-energy-system/ 

The Capacity Market 
Auctions have mostly 
contracted existing gas 
plants- see left. That’s 
since they’re cheaper 
than storage and DSR 
and BEIS is using a 
market-based ‘tech 
neutral’ approach. It 
says this ensures ‘the 
optimal mix of projects 

& technologies in terms 
of minimising whole 
system costs’. That’s not 
obviously right!  
 

A BEIS 
review  
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A slow UK demise?                               Nuclear news  
 

In 2015, then Energy Minister Andrea Leadsom said the Government hoped to be able to 
meet 35% of electricity needs from nuclear by 2028. That looked very unlikely then, now even 
more so- the old AGRs will have gone and little new is likely to be running by then. 
www.parliament.uk/business/publications/hansard/commons/todays-commons-debates/read/unknown/9/   
The old AGR plants have been limping along, with regular outages and some cracks e.g. 
www.heraldscotland.com/news/16175769.Revealed__New_cracks_at_Scots_nuclear_reactor_raise_radiation_accident_fears/ 
www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/may/06/cracks-nuclear-reactor-threaten-uk-energy-policy-hunsterston 
http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/igov/new-thinking-cracking-in-reactors-should-break-open-the-debate-on-future-electricity-supply/ 
and the proposed new plants are all facing problems, including opposition from Ireland:  
www.irishtimes.com/news/environment/uk-yet-to-properly-assess-nuclear-plan-s-impact-on-ireland-1.3470471  
and funding issues e.g, Hitachi has been looking for more funding certainty on Wylfa: 
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Companies/Hitachi-seeks-assurance-from-UK-s-May-on-shared-stake-in-nuclear-project   
and www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-09/hitachi-u-k-negotiating-nuclear-deal-echoing-edf-s-hinkley also 
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-nuclear-hitachi/british-government-offers-13-billion-to-hitachis-uk-nuclear-project-
kyodo-idUKKCN1II177 So £13m was on offer, or was it?  https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-nuclear-
hitachi/britain-plays-down-media-report-of-hitachi-nuclear-deal-idUKKBN1IA0IV 
Some confusion then - and so also on the start date. Hitachi had talked of an ‘early 2020s start 
up’ for its proposed 2.7 GW ABWR reactor there, with another at Oldbury. But a later report 
talked of a delay in getting the funding for Wylfa agreed: ‘Hitachi announced plans to delay 
the goal of starting nuclear power plans planned in the UK for about two years to 2027’, 
adding that ‘the continuation of the project itself is increasingly uncertain’. Asahi 20/5/18   
So it was looking uncertain, with doubts also about its technical viability 
https://unearthed.greenpeace.org/2018/06/05/wylfa-hitachi-nuclear-reactor-type-awbr/  
along with claims that it may be even more costly than Hinkley:  
http://realfeed-intariffs.blogspot.co.uk/2018/05/hitachis-wylfa-project-is-even-more.htm  
Tim Yeo, chair of the industry-backed New Nuclear Watch Europe lobby 
group, said ‘If Hitachi walk away from Wylfa that probably spells the end 
of new nuclear in the UK’: www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/may/25/new-uk-
nuclear-power-plants-hinge-on-deal-between-hitachi-and-government 
Certainly the proposed AP1000 at Moorside in Cumbria seems unlikely 
to go ahead fast - if at all.  It’s evidently still on hold. Meanwhile the 
delayed 2027 start up now promised for EDFs EPR at Hinkley may slide. 
So it’s all a bit of a mess, as Greenpeace concluded: 
https://unearthed.greenpeace.org/2018/05/16/wylfa-hitachi-build-wales-new-nuclear-project/  
Although some hopefuls still look to cost reductions: www.eti.co.uk/news/cost-
drivers-identified-to-support-investment-in-new-nuclear-power-and-its-role-in-the-uks-future-low-carbon-energy-system  
Report https://d2umxnkyjne36n.cloudfront.net/documents/D7.3-ETI-Nuclear-Cost-Drivers-Summary-Report_April-20.pdf 
However, with maybe poor timing, EDF announced that Hinkley was going to cost 10% more 
than expected - an extra £1.5bn, taking it to £19.6bn: www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-40479053 
 

Times change: The 2010 Conservative Party Manifesto said, ‘taxpayer and consumer subsidies should not 
and will not be provided - in particular there must be no public underwriting of construction cost overruns’. 
UK out of step? www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/jun/08/government-nuclear-dream-north-wales-climate-change 
China’s CGN wont ask for UK state subsidies for its proposed Bradwell plant: https://uk.reuters.com/article/us-
britain-nuclear-cgn/chinese-nuclear-plant-developer-will-not-seek-uk-state-investment-idUKKCN1J4282 It may also invest 
in others: www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/jul/08/china-interested-majority-stake-uk-nuclear-power-stations-reports 
 

 
 

The Leftovers Sellafield wants to store Magnox waste for up to 100 years: 
www.nwemail.co.uk/home/Sellafield-to-store-nuclear-waste-on-site-for-up-to-100-years-fdf84498-08c3-418e-a5f1-f86c0e1aafa2-ds  
Plutonium stories   www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2018/06/19/sellafield-plutonium-decaying-faster-anticipated-intolerable/  and 
www.sgr.org.uk/resources/mount-plutonium-uk-s-toxic-security-risk-left-energy-revolution-never-happened 
Also a gruesome human testing past http://drdavidlowry.blogspot.com/2018/07/radioactive-experiments-on-nuclear.html 
 

The hopefuls Fusion:  www.world-nuclear-news.org/NN-ST40-achieves-15-million-degree-target-06061801.html 
The government’s new £200m Nuclear sector deal includes £86m for fusion work at Culham 
post-BREXIT, and up to £56m for R&D on ‘advanced modular reactors’. Lots more on SMRs: 
www.nuclear-transparency-watch.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Nuclear-SMR-promoters-must-face-up-to-some-inconvenient-truths.pdf 

Public funding 
- a big U turn on 
private Wylfa :   
www.bbc.co.uk/news/b
usiness-44363366 
and  www.world-
nuclear-news.org/NN-
UK-starts-talks-on-
public-investment-in-
nuclear-power-
05061801.html  
But that might get it 
to £75-77/MWh… 

 RAB funding  
The least worst? 
www.dieterhelm.co.uk/en
ergy/energy/the-nuclear-
rab-model/ 
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2 Global Developments Green lights all the way 
 
 

 

 
https://thinkprogress.org/solar-and-wind-power-alone-could-provide-four-fifths-of-u-s-power-673609d7fe8e/ 

REN21  Its 2018 review has renewables supplying 26.5% of global 
power, 18.2% of energy: www.ren21.net/status-of-renewables/global-status-report/   
Contrarian Reactions With so much good news on 
renewables, perhaps it’s not surprising that the Global Warming Policy 
Foundation has opted to promote Peter Lilley’s attempt to damn funding 
programmes: https://mailchi.mp/e0098ce09f3c/climate-industrial-complex-wasting-
100-billion-and-shutting-down-debate-warns-lilley-171465?e=7dd8204640  
And also to push an old discredited comic ray explanation for climate change: 
www.thegwpf.org/svensmark-sr-jr-the-connection-between-cosmic-rays-clouds-and-
climate  They must be getting desperate. See these critiques: 
www.skepticalscience.com/cosmic-rays-and-global-warming.htm and 
www..skepticalscience.com/solar-activity-sunspots-global-warming.htm And this 
https://skepticalscience.com/analysis_of_svensmark_reference_list.html  More like that: 
same: https://spaceweatherarchive.com/2018/03/05/the-worsening-cosmic-ray-situation  
But to be fair, the GWPF has also published a report by Prof. Gordon Hughes 
which says that, in China at least, linking up wind & hydro via improved 
grids is a significantly cheaper way to cut emissions than using coal CCS: 
www.thegwpf.org/content/uploads/2017/06/CCS-Report.pdf 
 

Shells new ‘Sky’ 2070 global energy scenario mix has 67% renewables, led by PV. But CCS is 
accelerated, nuclear tripled: www.shell.com/energy-and-innovation/the-energy-future/scenarios/shell-scenario-sky.html            
See this helpful review: www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2018/3/30/17171370/shell-oil-climate-change-carbon-207 
But also this Twitter exchange:  https://twitter.com/FuelOnTheFire/status/978569748723240965   

WREC 2018 18th
 Gathering 

The World Renewable Energy 
Congress held in London had a 
wide range of inputs including a 
good update on the sadly rather   
slow progress on off shore wind in 
Japan. There are 10 projects with 
some floating systems and 10GW 
might be possible by 2030- but 
there are bureaucratic hurdles. 
WREC was also given some useful 
insights on the limits to storage by 
Reinhard Haas from EEG Vienna 
and from Donald Swift Hook (UK).  
But PV led all- 1TW by 2022? 
www.wrenuk.co.uk  
See Reviews  

  

Global Electricity Generation mix  

Reuters www.reuters.com/article/us-ge-
power/how-general-electric-gambled-on-
fossil-fuel-power-and-lost-idUSKCN1G60I3 
 

GE  
 

 

Energy Matters  
also offered this 
view, contrasting 
emissions and 
Intended National 
contributions:  
http://euanmearns.com/th
e-paris-climate-
agreement-promises-
promises/ 
 

Energy prices  
 

With PV & wind 
costs falling, why 
are energy prices 
rising?  Michael 
Shellenberger says 
it’s because these 
renewables are 
variable and 
balancing them 
pushes up overall 
system costs:  
www.forbes.com/sites/mic
haelshellenberger/2018/04/
23/if-solar-and-wind-are-
so-cheap-why-are-they-
making-electricity-more-
expensive/#5cd0fc21dc66 
 

Balancing variability 
does add costs, but 
most studies put it at 
10-15% extra for 20-
40% shares. Not 
enough to explain 
the current energy 
price rises. Indeed, 
some say that, with 
better matching of 
variable supply & 
demand, the system 
costs may fall. 
intime.    

BNEF - capacity now at 1TW!  
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Wind boom will continue  although expansion rate may slow 

 
Global Wind Energy Council: www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1463034/gwec-expects-growth-spurt-2019 
 

Market analysis firm Make Consulting agrees and predicts that wind will double, with a compound 
average growth rate in global wind capacity of 4% over the next decade, with roughly 65 GW added 
each year until 2027, doubling capacity now. www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1460289/global-capacity-set-double  
The Energy Transition is going global says Germany, and it is trying to help 
speed it along. Germany is engaged in co-operation on the energy transition with almost 20 
countries, including Brazil, China, India and Mexico, with whom it has formed energy 
partnerships. It is also engaged in energy dialogues with Japan, Russia, the USA and others. 
And in 2017 dialogues were launched with the United Arab Emirates, Australia and Iran: 
www.bmwi-energiewende.de/EWD/Redaktion/EN/Newsletter/2018/04/Meldung/energy-transition-global.html 
P2G will win Hydrogen from surplus renewables will be cheaper than gas in the 2030’s.   
Natural gas prices are set to rise steadily until the 2040s, from €0.017/kWh in 2020 to 
€0.032/kWh by 2030 and €0.041/kWh by 2040, the IEA has claimed. By contrast, IEA 
analysts forecast that production costs for hydrogen generated by wind power are set to fall 
from “about €0.18/kWh” to €0.13/kWh by 2030, to €0.12/kWh by 2030, and to between 
€0.021/kWh and €0.032/kWh by 2040. Energy Brainpool study for Greenpeace Energy: 
www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1462904/cost-wind-generated-hydrogen-fall-below-natural-gas 
Renewables now cheapest energy across the world  
The international average cost for wind power was $51/MWh, hydro over $50/MWh, and pv 
solar was $54/ MWh. Fossil fuels were between $49 and $174/MWh in the G20 countries in 
2017, while renewable projects were between $35 and $54/MWh, according to a survey by 
Kaiserwetter: www.windpowerengineering.com/business-news-projects/for-the-first-
time-production-cost-of-renewables-undercuts-fossil-fuel-energy-nuclear-power/  
 

Global overview A UN/IEA/IRENA/WHO ‘Sustainable Development 
Goal 7’ progress report says some gains are being made, but much more is needed.  
 

‘Expansion of access to electricity in poorer countries has recently begun to 
accelerate, with progress overtaking population growth for the first time in sub-Saharan Africa. 
Energy efficiency continues to improve, driven by advances in the industrial sector. Renewable energy 
is making impressive gains in the electricity sector, although these are not being matched in 
transportation and heating - which together account for 80% of global energy consumption. Lagging 
furthest behind is access to clean cooking fuels and technologies - an area that has been typically 
overlooked by policymakers. Use of traditional cooking fuels and technologies among a large 
proportion of the world’s population has serious and widespread negative health, environmental, 
climate and social impacts.’ So there is a long way to go. Certainly electrification access is still 
patchy, e.g. while India says all communities are now on the grid, that may not mean every house: 
www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/04/india-says-electrified-all-villages-ahead-of-prime-ministers-deadline  The full report: 
http://trackingsdg7.esmap.org/data/files/download-documents/tracking_sdg7-the_energy_progress_report_full_report.pdf  
Overview: www.businessgreen.com/bg/news-analysis/3031449/irena-nations-set-to-fall-short-against-global-energy-goals   

  Developing 
countries call 
for more effort 
www.bbc.co.uk/news/s
cience-environment-
43949423  
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EU roundup  
Germany PV & wind go head-
to-head in a 200 MW joint auctions 
No size restrictions were set for wind 
farms on land, but there’s was a 10 
MW limit for most ground mounted 
PV. A ceiling price was set at €88.4/ 
MWh- quite high. But though projects 
did not have to include costs for grid 
expansion, developers had to take into 
account costs for grid integration that 
could range between €0.08-0.88/kWh 
for PV, depending on location, and for 
wind between €0.07-0.58/kWh. In the 
event PV won all 32 contracts at €39.6 
-57.6/MWh. Seems joint tenders don’t 
work! www.pv-magazine.com/2018/02/19/germany-starts-first-mixed-wind-solar-auction/  
https://cleantechnica.com/2018/04/12/solar-smashes-wind-in-first-german-technology-neutral-tender/      
Community projects cut In the auction round for wind in Feb, there 
were successful bids at €38-52.8/MWh, averaging €46/MWh, for a total of 709 MW. 132 bids for 
989 MW had been made. Of the 83 winning projects, 19 (22%) were citizen energy initiatives, a big 
drop from the 98% in the previous (Nov) round, in which 61 got through. But the rules for citizen 
projects have been changed, ending the 54-month implementation period concession: now, as for large 
corporate projects, they only have 30 months. All projects must also now have full permissions before 
bidding. Citizen projects also previously got a €38.2/MWh concessionary price. Unsurprisingly, citizen 
projects had dominated, but with all the concessions gone, to ensure ‘fair competition between all 
bidders’, for good or ill, fewer of them have gone forward & the average final price level has risen.  
And in the solar auction, in Feb, bids came in cheaper than for wind, with a €43.3/MWh average: 
www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1457555/prices-rise-first-german-tender-rule-change   
…but some local control remains: www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/feb/28/small-town-wolfhagen-
community-revolution-german-europe-energy-contract Also see this on grass roots initiatives in Germany and 
elsewhere: www.nature.com/articles/d41586-017-07508-x  And this, on local grid objections: 
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214629618301233  Local control isn’t always positive! > > 
 

German plans The new coalition agreement has a target of getting 65%of power from 
 renewables by 2030, but there wasn’t enough action on coal for green energy minister Baake: 
www.climatechangenews.com/2018/03/05/mr-energiewende-quits-german-government-protest-coalition-deal/  but a coal delay:  
The plan: www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/climate-and-energy-germanys-government-coalition-draft-treaty 
www.powermag.com/germanys-new-coalition-government-agrees-to-phase-out-coal-but-not-by-2020-target/ 
Smartening up: www.dw.com/en/smart-tech-propels-germanys-switch-to-renewables/a-40897626 
Making links: www.dw.com/en/germany-lays-out-plans-for-longest-ever-power-line/a-17410767 
DENA aims for 1 GW of Power to Gas capacity by 2022: www.powertogas.info/english/ 
And for an Energiewende overview, with a good P2G discussion, see:  
http://energypost.eu/how-german-energiewendes-renewables-integration-points-the-way/  
 
 

Ireland tames variable renewables, with 65% (by plant 
capacity) on the grid, and 75% expected by 2020, supplying 
40% of its power: www.euractiv.com/section/energy/video/irish-minister- we-are-
the-global-leaders-in-taking-variable-renewable-electricity-onto-the-grid/  
It’s also exiting coal: www.irishtimes.com/news/environment/nationwide- ban-on-
use-of-smoky-coal-to-begin-in-september-1.3424523 
France Political battles over offshore wind’s progress: 
www.windpoweroffshore.com/article/1459193/update-french-projects-avoid-tariff-cut  Tidal issues too: 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news-analysis/3036718/french-tidal-project-in-disarray-after-naval-energies-shock-market-exit 
Portugal got 100% of its power from renewables in March:  
https://qz.com/1245048/portugal-generated-enough-renewable-energy-to-power-the-whole-country-in-march/ 
Spain  Renewables supplied over 45% of it power in the first half of 2018- 23% from wind: 
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3035885/wind-blows-spains-renewables-to-cover-45-per-cent-of-power   
PV booms too: www.pv-tech.org/news/economics-not-tenders-driving-spains-solar-resurgence 

 

 

N
ature  w

w
w

.nature.com
/articles/d41586 -017-07508-x   

 

Dutch get 
700MW of 
subsidy-free 
offshore wind 
www.windpower
offshore.com/arti
cle/1459857/vatt
enfall-awarded-
dutch-zero-
subsidy-site 
 

Denmark  
gets 43%+ of 
power via wind 
www.rte.ie/news/ne
wslens/2018/0111/9
32573-denmark-
wind-farm/ and 
aims for more 
and PV: www.pv-
magazine.com/2018
/04/27/denmark-to-
allocate-around-
690-million-for-
mixed-wind-solar-
auctions-starting-
from-2020/ 
 

0.5% emission fall 
www.platts.com/latest-news/electric-
power/london/german-2017-emissions-
down-05-as-energy-drop-26924688 
 

But this is 
https://sonn
enbatterie.d
e/en/sonnen
Community 
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The battle over new 
targets:  
China cuts  
 

Progress on meeting the 
2020 EU targets- the 
most recent comparisons 
we’ve seen- 2016 data. 

A way to go for some: www.alphr.com/energy/1008375/uk-renewable-energy-progress-2020 
 

11 countries had 
exceeded their 
national, 2020 EU 
agreed targets by 
2016- led by 
Sweden. But quite 
a few were barely 
half way there!   
The 2030 target is 
now 32%, raised 
from 27%…* 

Ireland is one the 
laggards, but it can’t 
rely on shortfalls 
being carried over to 
the new 2030 target. 
www.independent.ie/irish
-news/ireland-faces-
annual-eu-energy-fines-
of-600m-36857141.html  
But the UK aims to 
be out of the EU 
soon, so all targets 
may be ignored… 
 

The overall EU 2020 
target is 20% of energy 

The Limits to Growth still there  
The Club of Rome’s warnings, published in its 1972 book ‘Limits to Growth’, 
are, it says, still valid: current trends are not sustainable. As part of its 50th 
anniversary, a pioneering environmental think tank has a new study by Anders 
Wijkman & Ernst von Weizsäcker’s ‘Come On! Capitalism, Short-termism, 
Population and the Destruction of the Planet’, published by Springer. It says a 
‘prosperous future for all’ requires that economic well-being largely decouples 
from the destruction of natural resources, especially in agriculture, and the 
pollution of the atmosphere. It says this can only be achieved with a ‘New 
Enlightenment’ where a balance exists between humans and nature, between 
short-term and long-term considerations and between public and private 
interests. Some big ideas. www.springer.com/gb/book/9781493974184 
 

*The new EU target 
It was hard fought for: 
http://www.politico.eu/article/europe
-climate-change-central-europe-
faces-policy-whipping/  
But 32% of all energy by 
2030 was finally agreed: 
www.theguardian.com/business/201
8/jun/14/eu-raises-renewable-
energy-targets-to-32-by-2030 
Though with dissentions:  
www.greentechmedia.com/articles/re
ad/european-union-new-renewable-
energy-target#gs.hOD3kdM 
 

Sweden 
wins 
www.busine
sslive.co.za/
bd/world/eur
ope/2018-
07-04-
sweden-to-
reach-its-
2030-
renewable-
energy-
target-this-
year/ 
 

Worth a look: 
www.eurobserv-
er.org/17th-annual-
overview-barometer 
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China   Its coal consumption rose 0.4% in 2017.                  Global roundup  
But it’s trying to cut down fast, with 65  GW of coal-fired power stations decommissioned or 
suspended in 2017. The government has set a target of reducing its coal-fired power capacity 
by 109 GW by the end of the decade and keeping its total capacity below 1,100 GW: 
https://chinaeconomicreview.com/china-slashing-coal-power-capacity-at-rapid-rate/ 
PV solar grows. China added 43 GW last year bringing its total to about 120 GW, 94 GW 
from PV power stations and 25.6 GW from distributed PV. It added 20 GW of distributed PV 
in 2017, 12-15 GW rooftop (commercial, industrial & residential) distributed installations: 
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2018/03/solar-pv-in-china-looks-promising-for-2018.html  
But, in June, with subsidy costs rising, major cut backs and caps were imposed.  
Japan Kumamoto-Energy aims to use surplus PV solar electricity produced by  
an affiliate for mining crypto-currencies. A good use for surplus renewable power?  
https://news.bitcoin.com/japanese-electricity-company-uses-excess-solar-power-crypto-mining/ 
Meanwhile, the government is to decide on a basic plan to promote offshore wind,  
including the location of designated construction zones, but it’s going very slowly: 
www.windpoweroffshore.com/article/1459682/japanese-government-decide-offshore-plan 
USA As coal & gas use/export grows, FEMA drop the term ‘climate change’:  
www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2018/03/15/594140026/fema-drops-climate-change-from-its-strategic-plan 
But New York invests $1.5bn in renewables: www.windpowerengineering.com/uncategorized/new-york-
commits-1-4-billion-to-renewable-energy/ 
However, at Federal level, the DoE R&D and  
support cuts for 2019 go on, renewables and 
efficiency 66%, 60% for grid modernization: 
https://dailyenergyinsider.com/news/11368-perry-defends-nuclear 
-investment-cuts-renewables-30-6-bln-doe-budget-proposal/ 
Meanwhile, over two thirds of those polled  
said that their state could & should aim for  
100% clean & renewable energy- by 2030: 
www.windpowerengineering.com/business-news-projects/new-poll-finds-voters-across-america-are-ready-for-100-clean-energy/ 
And emissions are already falling: www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-01/documents/2018_complete_report.pdf  
But Secretary Perry says coal and nuclear must be defended at all costs, to keep America free: 
www.reuters.com/article/us-gas-conference-perry-grid/nuclear-coal-bailout-worth-any-cost-to-keep-america-free-us-energy-chief-idUSKBN1JO2JS    
Australia Earlier this year, Australia’s Clean Energy Regulator said the country should 
meet its ‘20% by 2020’ Renewable Energy Target with 33 GWh of additional renewable 
output. It had previously said that about 6 GW of large-scale generation capacity had to be 
installed between 2016 and 2019 to meet this target, and that’s actually been surpassed: 
www.energymatters.com.au/renewable-news/2020-renewable-energy-target-reached-early/  
Indeed, much more look likely, despite S. Australia’s political shifts: 

www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/mar/20/does-a-new-government-in-south-
australia-spell-doom-for-renewables                This brown coal project looks odd > 
South Africa Trade unions defend coal jobs against green IPPs 
They tried to halt the signing of 27 renewable energy power purchase agreements for (private) 
Independent Power Producers (IPPs). The NUMSA union, which has many members in the 
huge state-controlled coal industry, said that, ‘the IPP roll out will raise the cost of electricity 
dramatically, because IPP’s cost much more than coal fired electricity. The ANC government 
clearly wants to make the working class and the poor suffer even more than they do now’: 
www.pv-magazine.com/2018/03/13/unbelievable-coal-puts-halt-to-south-africas-renewables-industry/ 
In the event, despite this intervention, $4.72 bn worth of project contracts were signed off: 
https://uk.reuters.com/article/safrica-power/south-africa-signs-first-of-4-7-bln-renewable-energy-deals-idUKL5N1RH126 
This may have been partly a battle over ownership & control, with private IPP initiatives seen as being 
costly & just profit led. But the underlying economics, quite apart from the climate case, points to the 
need for & benefits of change. A recent study by the Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies says a 
mix of solar & wind may be over 10% cheaper than new nuclear & coal plants, even if  
the cost of renewables & batteries saw no further fall until 2050. But in the short term,  
existing coal jobs are at stake: 90% of South Africa’s power comes from coal: www.pv-
magazine.com/2017/12/04/south-africas-energy-mix-will-be-much-cheaper-with-renewables-study-says/ 

100% too hard, but 80% possible  
Getting the US fully to 100% renewables with wind & 
solar would be very expensive- it would need too 
much storage & transmission. But 80% may be OK 
with nuclear, fossil CCS, maybe hydro, for the rest:  
www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/02/180227111639.htm 
https://pv-magazine-usa.com/2018/03/01/12-hours-energy-storage-
80-percent-wind-solar/ and 
www.technologyreview.com/s/610366/relying-on-renewables-alone-
would-significantly-raise-the-cost-of-overhauling-the-energy/ 
 

 

Japan is to help K
enya 

w
ith geotherm

al pow
er: 

w
w

w
.renew

ableenergyw
orld.com

/articles/20
18/03/japan-funds-upgrade-of-olkaria-
geotherm

al-facility-in-kenya.htm
l  

 Coal to hydrogen? 
www.smh.com.au/business/the-
economy/reality-check-on-a-half-
billion-dollar-brown-coal-hydrogen-
project-20180412-p4z98n.html 

Dubai 
now has a 
200 MW 
PV array..   
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East-West supergrid                                          Mega projects 
 

 
 

EC Joint Research Centre study of possible HVDC grid routes, linking the major 
wind resources in NW China and Mongolia, and also large resources on the way across. The 
top route, via Russia and Ukraine is seen as politically problematic, the middle route involves 
costly undersea cables, the lower route crosses some tough terrain - and Iran and Afghanistan!   
www.euractiv.com/section/eu-china/news/eu-looks-into-benefits-of-energy-silk-road-to-china/ 
But maybe better than this mega tech idea - a vast rain making fossil energy based system: 
www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/2138866/china-needs-more-water-so-its-building-rain-making-network-three 
 

200 GW Saudi solar by 2030   helping to double global PV capacity  
www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/03/saudi-arabia-create-world-biggest-solar-power-firm-180328103139180.html 
www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2018/03/28/saudi-arabia-curb-oil-addiction-141bn-softbank-solar-deal/ 
Global spend on PV tops all others www.independent.co.uk/environment/solar-
energy-world-investment-higher-coal-gas-nuclear-combined-2017-un-report-a8290051.html 
 

Wind still leads…  Wind could reach 600 GW globally soon.  
Though there can be impact issues, such as 
visual intrusion and noise. However, they are 
relatively small and localized - and can be 
minimised. But what about safety issues? 
Global wind turbine related deaths have been 
put at 183 so far. This includes 111 in the 
wind industry, direct support workers (divers, 
construction, maintenance, engineers, etc.), or 
small turbine owner/operators. 72 involved 
workers not directly dependent on the wind 
industry (e.g. transport workers). 17 bus 
passengers were killed in one single incident 
in Brazil in March 2012; 4 members of the 
public were killed in an aircraft crash in May 2014 and a further three members of the public 
were killed in a transport accident in Sept. 2014. The Caithness (anti) windfarm group, who 
collated this data, also says it includes ‘several suicides from those living close to wind 
turbines’. A bit provocative: www.caithnesswindfarms.co.uk/AccidentStatistics.htm 
For comparison, there’s a debate over whether Chernobyl killed 300, 3,000, 30,000 or more. Not 
debated: the rise in suicides after Fukushima. Or the huge financial & social costs of nuclear accidents. 
For perspective: global wind capacity is now ~500 MW, global nuclear, under 400 MW.  
…while Uranium prospects decline www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=19587&page=0 
 

But the global heatwave led some to panic www.forbes.com/sites/michaelshellenberger/2018/07/26/as-
heatwave-tests-the-limits-of-renewables-anti-nuclear-governments-return-to-nuclear/#705a29f7132b 

 

The general global wind   
linked accident rate has 
stabilised, despite the 
recent boom in wind 
turbine installation 

But there can 
be land use 
issue with PV.  
And eco-

 

A
 new

 silk route? C
hina is busily developing 

its  Belt &
 R

oad Initiative for shifting goods 
by road &

 rail. W
ill electric pow

er be next?  
 

Large hydro 
can also have 
large impacts.   
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Low Carbon Future: No need for BECCS?   
Global warming can be kept to below 1.5C above pre-industrial temperatures without using   
BECCS - Bioenergy with Carbon Capture and Storage. So says a study in Nature Climate 
Change: www.nature.com/articles/s41558-018-0119-8  Whereas the IPCC, IEA and others have 
suggested that negative emission technologies like BECCS would be vital, it claims that a 
range of ambitious mitigation options can minimize, or, collectively, eliminate, the need for 
BECCS. It looks to the more rapid adoption of renewables and energy efficiency and to 

lifestyle changes. That may 
be hard, but so would 
BECCS - vast land areas of 
biomass would be needed to 
have a significant impact, 
and that anyway assumes 
CCS can be done at scale. 
The paper says ‘existing 
studies hardly look into 
more aggressive 
implementation of options, 
such as rapid 
implementation of the best 
available technologies or 
deep reduction of non-CO2 
GHGs [greenhouse gases]. 
Technology development 
could also be more rapid 
than typically assumed.’  
So it may be possible to 
limit or avoid BECCS. 

Not so, says Bert Metz, former co-chair of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) working group on mitigation and now senior adviser to the European Climate 
Foundation. He told Carbon Brief: ‘It is highly unlikely that the investigated options can 
indeed all be applied simultaneously to the extent assumed in the paper and that the full 
impacts of each of the options can be delivered in practice, as the assumptions are very 
ambitious’. However, Dr Stephan Singer, senior adviser on global energy policies to the NGO 
umbrella group Climate Action Network, told Carbon Brief: ‘Lifestyle changes for the 
globally high-consuming and emitting rich… are [a] fundamental part of the equation… This 
is not limited to individual dietary changes… [it] also includes significant transport and 
travel behavioural change, institutionalised longer durability of products, higher reusability 
of components, new materials and, overall, a circular economy.’ Indeed, as Carbon Brief 
noted, some would go further and look to a world without relentless economic growth. But for 
now, what seems to have happened is that BECCS has been dethroned as a default ‘backstop’.  
Prof Detlef van Vuuren, senior researcher at the Netherlands Environmental Assessment 
Agency and lead author of the new report, told Carbon Brief that it was ‘unfortunate’ that 
work to date on meeting 1.5C has been so dominated by BECCS.                You could say the 
 www.carbonbrief.org/world-can-limit-global-warming-to-onepointfive-without-beccs       same for CCS- 
..but CCS ‘still vital’ The BECCS debate is really a subset of the wider debate 
about CCS and a new report published by the Royal Society says Carbon Dioxide Removal 
(CDR) is still vital: http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/roypta/376/2119/20160457.full.pdf  
Looks like there is a bit of a conflict brewing! CDR is certainly vital if you want to continue to 
use fossil fuels, as the IEA etc. note, but CCS isn’t doing too well at present.     

Proposed Alternatives  
Renewable electrification: All energy end-use sectors are rapidly 
electrified, including heat. The technical constraints to integrating 
variable renewables on the grid are overcome. Some fossil-fuelled power 
stations retire early and, by 2030, all new cars are electric. 
High efficiency: The best available technologies are quickly adopted for 
all energy and material uses, including cement and steel. From 2025 
onwards, only highly efficient new cars and aeroplanes are  
sold and only the most efficient home appliances allowed. 
Agricultural intensification: Optimistic assumptions for 
crop yield improvements are combined with 80% worldwide 
adoption of the most efficient livestock systems, including  
improved feed digestibility and “genetic improvements”. 
Low non-CO2: Non-CO2 greenhouse gases are reduced using 
the best-available technologies and further technological  
progress. For example, by 2050, fugitive emissions of methane are cut by 
100% in the oil-and-gas sector and by 90% for coal mining. Methane 
emissions from livestock are cut significantly and, by 2050, 80% of meat 
and eggs are replaced by cultured protein, including lab-grown meat. 
Population: Improved access to education accelerates the trend towards 
reduced fertility, so that global population rises from 7 billion people 
today to 8.4 billion in 2050, before falling to 6.9 billion in 2100. This is 
broadly in line with the UN’s lowest scenario for population, whereas the 
high end of UN projections reaches 13.2 billion people in 2100. 
Lifestyle change: The majority of the world population adopts 
sustainable lifestyles, including, by 2050, 100% adoption of healthy diets 
with lower levels of meat consumption. There is less private car use and 
more walking or cycling, while air travel is reduced 

Without
BECCS 
there 
can be 
‘natural’ 
CO2 
removal 
by trees  
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Fukushima radiation risks                 Global Nuclear issues 
 

A survey by Greenpeace Japan in the towns of Iitate and Namie in Fukushima prefecture, 
including in the exclusion zone, found radiation levels in some sites up to 100 times higher 
than the international limit for public exposure. 
They claim these levels pose a significant risk to 
returning evacuees (50k are still displaced) until 
at least the 2050’s, maybe well into the 2100s: 
www.greenpeace.org/japan/Global/japan/pdf/RefFksm_EN.pdf  and  
www.channelnewsasia.com/news/cnainsider/fukushima-daiichi-nuclear-
radiation-residents-return-safety-9888552. Also see this video: 
www.theguardian.com/environment/ng-interactive/2018/mar/12/fukushima-
360-walk-through-a-ghost-town-in-the-nuclear-disaster-zone-video  
It gets worse - hot particles still found: 

www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/02/180228092241.htm 
And the ice wall fails: www.reuters.com/article/us-
japan- disaster-nuclear-icewall/tepcos-ice-wall-fails-to-freeze- 
fukushimas-toxic-water-buildup-idUSKCN1GK0SY  
But some sense on evacuees:  
www.greenpeace.org/japan/ja/news/press/2018/pr20180308/ 
Though some say the evacuation wasn’t wise: 
www.ft.com/content/000f864e-22ba-11e8-add1-0e8958b189ea  
What next? Plant restarts continue, e.g. unit 3 of the 
Ohi plant in Fukui prefecture and unit 3 of Genkai, 
Saga prefecture. 7 so far. And in terms of alternatives 
getting grid access, Japan’s Federation of Electric 
Power Companies said, ‘We are putting priority on 
nuclear power as a baseload power source.’  
www.asahi.com/ajw/articles/AJ201801280022.html 
But mass opposition continues: 
www.asahi.com/ajw/articles/AJ201802240020.html  
France Flamanville saga goes on >:  
https://in.reuters.com/article/edf-flamanville/update-1 
-edf-must-fix-flamanville-welding-before-reactor-start-up-asn-
idINL8N1QI598 and then www.world-nuclear-news.org/RS-Regulator-
asks-EDF-to-extend-Flamanville-weld-checks-1204184.html  
And then https://uk.reuters.com/article/us-edf-flamanville/edfs-
flamanville-reactor-start-again-delayed-to-2020-idUKKBN1KF0VN 
Meanwhile, Fessenheim, the first old plant likely to 
be shut when/if Flamanville starts up, is back on line 
after a fault: www.world-nuclear-news.org/RS-Regulator-approves-
Fessenheim-2-steam-generator-1303184.html 
Belgium prepares for the worst with Iodine: 
www.theguardian.com/world/2018/mar/07/belgian-hands-out-
millions-of-iodine-pills-in-case-of-nuclear-accident 
USA Attempts to keep old plants going with 
extra funding get hit: www.world-nuclear-news.org/C-NJ-
plant-owners-suspend-funding-pending-legislation-0503187.html  
Three more to close: http://thehill.com/policy/energy-
environment/380788-utility-to-close-3-nuclear-power-plants 
Middle East ‘14 GW by 2028’ predicted:                               

www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-Middle-East-nuclear-power-to-
quadruple-in-ten-years-06031801.html  But see this: 
www.nytimes.com/2018/02/25/opinion/americans-saudis-nuclear-weapon.html 
Indonesia looks to SMR www.world-nuclear-
news.org/NN-Progress-in-Indonesian-SMR-project-1603184.html 
South Africa Now aims for 1.4 GW of new 
nuclear by 2037, down from 9.6 GW by 2030. 
Canada wants to ‘place nuclear energy at the 
center of global efforts to fight climate change’.            
It’s the world’s second largest uranium exporter:  
https://phys.org/news/2018-03-canada-boost-nuclear-power-climate.html - jCp  
China Their version of the EPR is nearly ready:  
www.reuters.com/article/china-nuclear-idAFL5N1T85DY An EPR first 

Fusion    There are big uncertainties: 
www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/mar/12/the-
guardian-view-on-nuclear-fusion-a-moment-of-truth 
 

A study in Nature warned that so far not enough 
attention had been given to safety. It compared 
the current ITER project with the hypothetical 
DEMO follow-up project, maybe in the 2040/ 
50s. In ITER, the risk of exposure is from fusion   
        neutrons emitted by the plasma, γ-radiation 
        emitted by neutron-activated components,  
          X-rays emitted by some heating & current  
        drive generators, and the β-radiation 
        emitted from tritium. In DEMO, the  
        occupational radiation would be similar-       
        the main difference is the size of the 
inventories of typical radioactive products.  
The Nature article says the radioactivity due to 
materials activation in a future fusion reactor 
may be 3 orders of magnitude more than that in 
a typical fission reactor with the same electrical 
power output, while the total radioactivity is 
comparable. It adds ‘from this point of view, 
fusion reactors may be potentially unsafe if 
low-activation materials are not deployed. Note 
that this finding may also be applicable to the 
more recent fusion reactor concepts with even 
low-activation materials adopted. This means 
that radiation exposure control for fusion 
reactor design and operation is of critical 
concern. For DEMO, it is important to take 
into account the effects of the high fluence of 
fusion neutrons, to minimize the release of 
tritium, and to use low-activation materials and 
remote handling maintenance as much as 
possible. Thus, several radiation protection 
provisions, such as confinement barriers, 
radiation shielding and access control, must be 
applied in order to meet the maximum public 
dose limits required by the regulatory body & at 
the same time to keep individual occupational 
doses for workers as low as reasonably 
achievable.’ It adds ‘a fusion demonstration    
              reactor is generally expected to have  
              an order of magnitude more decay  
              heat power than ITER, comparable to  
              that of a fission reactor with the same 
              electrical output power’. And finally,  
             ‘in DEMO, radioactive waste activity  
                 after 100 years, assuming that low/ 
             reduced-activation materials are used 
              for the first wall & structure material,  
             could be around 20-50 times more than 
             for ITER. The larger tritium inventory      
              is also significant for tritiated waste 
management. In fact, this large amount of 
radioactive waste & especially tritiated waste, 
will result in a large burden for waste disposal 
sites in the country where DEMO is located.’ 
www.nature.com/articles/nenergy2016154.epdf 
Also see: https://thebulletin.org/iter-showcase-
drawbacks-fusion-energy11512  + Renew Extra. 
 

Turkey’s first 
Nuclear plant 
  from Russia 

www.world-
nuclear-
news.org/NN-
Russia-starts-
building-
Turkeys-first-
nuclear-power-
plant-
03041801.html 
 

 

 
 
 

 
SE Europe needs nuclear, says Tim Yeo: 
www.theenergycollective.com/tim-yeo/2429624/southeast-
europe-needs-more-nuclear-power-to-head-off-energy-
crisis#comment-243564  See the discussion  
USA pushes www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/07/congress-
pushes-multibillion-dollar-nuclear-reactor-critics-call-boondoggle  
 

EDF Exit? 
www.ft.com/conte
nt/39f30854-4001-
11e8-803a-
295c97e6fd0b 

Chernobyl 
Cancer rates up  
https://news.u
n.org/en/story/
2018/04/1008
292  

 

 Too hot  
reut.rs/2LQ

0iJH
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3. Forum  Odds and ends for you to chew on    Comments welcome  

Some say there is no hope www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/apr/26/were-
doomed-mayer-hillman-on-the-climate-reality-no-one-else-will-dare-mention We are all doomed! 
But most look to change of various sorts. Here’s a trawl through some very different views:   
All change: from reactionary to moderate to the radical - and the wild!  
Solar con http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5592691/Solar-farms-receive-cash-green-subsidies-selling-energy-produce.html     
and http://notrickszone.com/2018/04/21/green-failure-german-solar-industry-crashes-and-burns-solar-jobs-see-blood-bath/ 
Solar + Battery con  Batteries still cost too much  www.thegwpf.org/content/uploads/2018/04/Aris2018.pdf 
Taxing us to hell   https://notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com/2018/04/07/cost-of-green-subsidies-rises-to-11-3bn 

Taxing us to heaven with supply side restrictions  https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10584-018-2162-x 
Fluid EU ETS economics: https://energyathaas.wordpress.com/2018/04/15/carbon-markets-waterbeds-and-you/  
IEA challenged www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/apr/05/iea-accused-of-undermining-global-shift-from-fossil-fuels 
New Zealand blocks oil www.scienceaf.com/new-zealand-prime-minister-jacinda-ardern-offshore-drilling  
Unity? www.cleanenergynews.co.uk/news/efficiency/global-power-associations-demand-policy-support-for-profound-energy-transfo 
Unite nuclear challenge www.walesonline.co.uk/news/politics/unite-officials-suspended-backing-julie-14515501 
Political challenges in S. Africa www.tandfonline.com/eprint/swpMWRUBuyMRIUSnqUTP/full 
Defence conversion back in fashion soon?  www.basicint.org/sites/default/files/oceans_0.pdf 
Workers control too!? https://londongreenleft.blogspot.co.uk/2018/04/bringing-back-lucas-plan-worker.html 
Doing it: a green action plan www.counterpunch.org/2018/04/05/climate-truth-a-plan-for-sustainability/ 
PACE  The Planetary Association for Clean Energy doesn’t like EM Fields (fair enough, 
there are risks), but also says Browns gas slows radioactive decay: http://pacenet.homestead.com 
It also evidently has links with this free energy idea: www.free-energy-info.com/Mohamed.pdf  
 

Hot sites for Nukes  
Are nuclear plants in the Middle East a 
good idea? Security is a worry. The UAE 
has now completed one, the Saudi’s aim to 
have some, others may follow. It seems 
odd when there is so much solar - unless 
there are other attractions. Russia is helping 
to build some, as in Turkey, not exactly a 
geological or indeed politically stable    
location. But a country with a huge  

  wind, solar & geothermal potential…  
  But Japan has seen sense and pulled out: 

www.hurriyetdailynews.com/japanese-itochu-pulls-out-of-nuclear-plant-project-in-turkey-130811   
Middle East push: https://climatenewsnetwork.net/nuclear-power-firms-woo-middle-east/   Africa next… 
Maybe they all ought to check out this US trend before rushing in: www.reuters.com/article/us-
firstenergy-bankruptcy/firstenergy-nuclear-coal-plant-units-file-for-bankruptcy-protection-idUSKCN1H81GX  
www.platts.com/latest-news/electric-power/washington/no-new-nuclear-units-will-be-built-in-us-due-26938511 
www.marketwatch.com/story/firstenergy-to-permanently-deactivate-its-3-nuclear-power-plants-2018-04-25  
Though Grist is oddly uncertain on Californian nuclear: http://grist.org/article/is-nuclear-power-really-
that-expensive  More balanced, but still missing some issues: https://grist.org/article/nuclear-is-scary-
lets-face-those-fears/ What about the energy needed to produce the fuel? And the costs? And cash 
costs aside, accidents can always happen, with potentially massive health consequences: 
http://static1.1.sqspcdn.com/static/f/356082/27889370/1524233076657/Thunderbird_BeyondNuclear_Chernobyl_April2018.pdf 
And as noted above there’s also the weapons-link possibility: http://npolicy.org/books/Reactor-
Grade_Plutonium_and_Nuclear_Weapons/Greg%20Jones_Reactor-grade%20plutonium%20web.pdf 
Much of this however seems to pass by those who are convinced that nuclear is safe, cheap 
and clean. Some of them see ‘irrational fears’ of radiation as the main problem: 
www.theguardian.com/science/audio/2018/may/25/radiophobia-why-do-we-fear-nuclear-power-science-weekly-podcast 

 
Iran’s nuclear plant at Bushehr Image: Paolo Contri/ IAEA  
Weapons proliferation is always a concern. Accidents 
too- Cyprus has complained about Turkey’s plant. It’s 
in an earthquake prone location on the med coast. 
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The US situation darkens Trump may try to intervene to halt coal & nuclear closures: 
https://gizmodo.com/report-trump-may-seek-wartime-authority-to-boost-coal-1825442838 While carbon  
capture credits may benefit carbon producers: www.counterpunch.org/2018/04/27/capturing-carbon-
and-dollars-mechanical-and-biological-paths/ The U.S. House Appropriations Committee has also 
approved Trumps proposed cuts: funding for the 2019 energy efficiency & renewable energy 
programme is cut by $243m, but R&D funding for fossil fuels is raised by $58m, from 2018 

www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2018/05/us-appropriations-committee-approves-
243m-cut-for-renewable-programs-58m-increase-to-fossil-fuels-research.html 
Meanwhile Russia ploughs on with nuclear, with its floating nuke (pic): 
www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/floating-nuclear-power-plant-russia-
floating-chernobyl-nuclear-titanic-akademik-lomonosov-launch-a8327316.html 
http://gcaptain.com/russias-first-floating-nuclear-power-plant-arrives-in-the-arctic/ 

www.greenpeace.org/international/story/16277/5-reasons-why-a-floating-nuclear-power-plant-in-the-arctic-is-a-terrible-idea/ 
And, in the context of France’s partial nuclear phase out and Germany’s Energiewende, Yves 
Desbazeille, director general of European nuclear trade body Foratom, said ‘The EU is now 
at a crossroads and must make long-term decisions. Will it rely only on renewable solutions 
and take the risk of blackouts or will it take the smart route, where renewables and nuclear 
each can play their role?’, while Myrto Tripathi, president of the Voices of Nuclear lobby 
group, said: ‘The need for nuclear has never been so great - nor has opposition to it’, and she 
railed against those who peddled ‘myths’ like the ‘impossible dream’ of 100% renewables. 
www.world-nuclear-news.org/EE-Macron-Europe-must-prioritise-emission-reductions-2404187.html 
Well, only a few countries as yet are looking to fully 100%, but many now think ~80% is possible…  
More positive trends are aided by involvement with local community energy projects: 
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421518301976 And even more from self eco-build, 
though not everyone will be able to go the 
whole hog like this: www.earthshipglobal.com         
Another positive thing to do:  
grow more trees - to capture more CO2: 
www.morningstaronline.co.uk/article/slowing-flow-
facing-drift-climate-crisis 
Some say we can also afford to be more 
positive about local opposition to wind: 
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2018/05/are-
public-objections-to-wind-farms-overblown.html 
And as ever Denmark stays positive:  
www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1463710/denmark-moves-strengthen-renewable-energy-goals 
While Musk keeps at it with batteries Though some say he’s over-reaching his 
financial base with ever more ambitious projects, this one seems to have worked so far: 
https://reneweconomy.com.au/the-stunning-numbers-behind-success-of-tesla-big-battery-63917/ 
 

Fracking Finances  We don’t cover the shale-gas fracking issue in any detail (there are many 
other info sources), but given that it is often said that the US energy scene is booming because of shale 
gas and oil, this caught our attention: www.desmogblog.com/2018/05/04/wall-street-shale-oil-fracking-
revolution-losing-billions-continental-resources Fortunately, so far, fracking wells haven’t had to deal with 
problems like those faced by geothermal wells in Hawaii, threatened by volcanic out-breaks:  
www.itv.com/news/2018-05-23/workers-plugging-energy-wells-as-lava-from-kilauea-volcano-flows-nearby/ 
Not an issue for the UK, though there may be others. But the government seems hell bent of pushing 
fracking against all opposition: www.gov.uk/government/speeches/the-future-is-beneath-us  
 

Are low cost bids real? Energy Matters looks at some of the very low auction prices that 
have been emerging for wind and PV around the world, and thinks that many may be too low 
to be viable. Speculative gambles?: http://euanmearns.com/a-review-of-recent-solar-wind-auction-prices/  
Is any of it real? US critic Willem Post says not much of the renewable hype  
holds up to analysis:  www.windtaskforce.org/profiles/blogs/wind-and-solar-hype-versus-reality     
 

Bitcoin blockchain systems globally now use as much power as Ireland - 2.6 GW:   
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news-analysis/3032620/bitcoin-now-uses-as-much-energy-as-ireland 
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Cuts? What Cuts? The EAC fears decline www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-44129679 
But asked in Parliamentary Questions, in May, what was the evidential basis for ‘the decision 
to curtail development of renewables’, Energy Minister Claire Perry, said ‘The Government 
has not decided to curtail the development of renewable energy. Clean growth is a key part of 
the Government’s Industrial Strategy. The UK is a world-leader in cutting emissions, and last 
year renewables generated a record 29.4% of our electricity. The Government is making up 
to a further £557 m of annual support available under Contracts for Difference to bring 
forward new renewable projects, and will have invested £2.5 bn on low carbon innovation by 
2021.’ In response to a follow up question she added ‘The forecasted support for renewables 
in 2017-18 is £7.5bn and is expected to increase to £8.8bn in 2018-19. This support does not 
include transport. Government funded investment through the Renewables Heat Incentive has 
committed spend of up to £780m for 2017/18 and £1010m for 2019/20. An additional £177m 
in innovation funding is also committed to further reduce the cost of renewables.’ 
www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2018-05-16/144814/  and 
www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2018-05-16/144816/ 
But she undermined that by saying, in reply to a question on onshore wind, ‘the UK 
Government has not proposed to ban new onshore wind farms. We were elected with 
a manifesto commitment to support the development of wind projects on the remote 
islands of Scotland, where they will directly benefit local communities […]. We do 
not believe that more large-scale onshore wind is right for England. The previous 
Government introduced new planning tests to ensure that new onshore windfarms 
are only granted planning permission where local people support them.’ Not a ban 
then, but a major block, remote sites apart. Same result - not many of them. 
 

www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2018-05-16/144815/ 
 

Long Gone but not forgotten - Martin Ryle, anti-nuclear renewable energy pioneer and 
top astronomer: www.sgr.org.uk/resources/man-ahead-his-time-how-martin-ryle-saw-future-energy  
Also see this, on Magnox and the bomb: www.sgr.org.uk/resources/being-radical-scientist-lessons-1980s  
Still very much around Hilary Wainwright & Dave Elliott have produced a new intro to a new 
edition of their celebrated book on the 1970’s Lucas Plan. http://spokesmanbookshop.com/The-Lucas-Plan 
 There is also a film on the Plan, produced for the Lucas plan campaign group: http://lucasplan.org.uk/. 
Ken Loach liked it: ‘This film will capture a unique moment in our history - highly skilled workers 
showing how to turn swords into ploughshares. It is a vital lesson for us now, as Labour leaders ask 
questions about common ownership, what we produce and who benefits from the products. We can be 
inspired by the Lucas workers, by their foresight and imagination. Please support this film, see it, 
promote it & discuss it. If we want to transform society, this is a good place to start.’  
Film: http://theplandocumentary.com/trailer/ and see www.facebook.com/The-PLAN-documentary-438851863245073/  
 

Climate Change The 2015 Paris climate accord will go live in November, the requisite 
numbers of countries having now formally ratified their acceptance - 73 plus the EU: 
www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/blog/2016/10/paris-climate-agreement-to-enter-into-force-on-4-november/ 
However, the Bonn UNFCCC/COP Negotiations on details dragged on into an extra week, 
with no clear resolution and even calls from China for a complete renegotiation: 
www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-44060910  With the US out of it, maybe the already fragile 
coherence is faltering a bit. But 191 countries have signed up to the Paris accord, indicating a 
desire to join/ratify fully, and certainly there is so much that needs to be done and so many 
opportunities for positive gains, including in employment, with renewables already passed 10 
million: www.edie.net/news/10/Global-renewable-energy-jobs-exceed-10-million   Here’s a newish twist:  
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news-analysis/3032178/could-better-resource-use-plug-the-gap-in-the-uks-carbon-budgets 
And some trends: Clouding issue https://grist.org/article/the-real-fear-behind-climate-conspiracy-theories/ 
US Climate views shift https://grist.org/article/climate-denial-is-getting-more-popular-its-probably-trumps-fault 
But maybe this Icelandic ‘CO2 as rock’ saga will help: www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-43789527 
Or this big fix https://theconversation.com/how-farming-giant-seaweed-can-feed-fish-and-fix-the-climate-81761 
Or natural CCS: www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-how-natural-climate-solutions-can-reduce-the-need-for-beccs  
Best? More renewables. Certainly we have to act fast. Or else we may have to face this:  
www.independent.co.uk/environment/climate-change-model-scenario-rcp85-global-warming-illinios-study-a8353346.html 
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